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BACKWARD SHIFT AND NEARLY INVARIANT SUBSPACES
OF FOCK-TYPE SPACES
ALEXANDRU ALEMAN, ANTON BARANOV, YURII BELOV, HAAKAN HEDENMALM
Abstract. We study the structure of the backward shift invariant and nearly invariant
subspaces in weighted Fock-type spaces FpW , whose weight is not necessarily radial. We
show that in the spaces FpW which contain the polynomials as a dense subspace (in partic-
ular, in the radial case) all nontrivial backward shift invariant subspaces are of the form
Pn, i.e., finite dimensional subspaces consisting of polynomials of degree at most n. In
general, the structure of the nearly invariant subspaces is more complicated. In the case
of spaces of slow growth (up to zero exponential type) we establish an analogue of de
Branges’ Ordering Theorem. We then construct examples which show that the result fails
for general Fock-type spaces of larger growth.
1. Introduction
1.1. Backward shift invariant and nearly invariant subspaces. Shift invariant and
nearly invariant subspaces form an important part of theory of spaces of analytic functions.
The basic setting here is the Hardy space H2 where the shift invariant subspaces are
described by the famous Beurling theorem, while nearly invariant subspaces were studied
in detail by Hayashi, Hitt and Sarason [16, 18, 25]. In the case of other classical spaces in
the disc (Bergman, Dirichlet, etc.) the structure of the shift and backward shift invariant
subspaces is much more complicated and a complete description seems to be out of reach
(see, e.g., [23, 2, 4]).
Now we recall the necessary definitions. Let Ω be a domain in C with 0 ∈ Ω, and let
H be a Banach space of functions analytic in Ω such that point evaluation functionals
f 7→ f(w) are bounded for any w ∈ Ω. In what folllows we always assume that the space
H has the division property, that is, f(z)
z−w ∈ H whenever f ∈ H, w ∈ Ω and f(w) = 0. We
say that a closed linear subspace M of H is backward shift invariant if f(z)−f(0)
z
∈ M for
any f ∈M. In other words, M is invariant for the backward shift L : f 7→ f−f(0)
z
.
There exists the more general notion of a nearly invariant subspace. A closed linear
subspaceM of H is said to be nearly invariant if f(z)
z
∈M whenever f ∈M and f(0) = 0.
Clearly, if the function which is identically equal to 1 belongs toM, then nearly invariance
is equivalent to backward shift invariance. In general, M is backward shift invariant if
and only if M is nearly invariant and 1 ∈ M + zM (i.e., 1 = f + zg for some f, g ∈ M).
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Naturally, this condition rules out the possibility that there would exist a sequence tending
to infinity such that all elements of a backward shift invariant subspace M would decay
like o(|z|−1) along that sequence.
The choice of the point 0 is not essential. For any w ∈ Ω such that there exists f ∈ M
with f(w) 6= 0 (i.e., w is not a common zero for M), one has the implications
M is backward shift invariant, f ∈M, f(w) = 0 =⇒ f(z)− f(w)
z − w ∈ M,
and
M is nearly invariant, f ∈M, f(w) = 0 =⇒ f(z)
z − w ∈M.
In the context of Hardy spaces in general domains the equivalence of near invariance and
division invariance is shown in [2, Proposition 5.1]; a similar argument works for general
Banach spaces of analytic functions [6, Proposition 7.1].
While backward shift invariant subspaces never have common zeros, this might happen
for nearly invariant subspaces of a space of analytic functions with the division property.
Throughout in this paper we shall consider nearly invariant subspaces without common
zeros.
Let us make the following simple observations. If our space H contains the set P of all
polynomials, then any subspace of the form Pn (consisting of all polynomials of degree at
most n) is a backward shift invariant subspace. As we will see, for a class of weighted Fock-
type spaces it is possible that all nontrivial backward shift invariant subspaces and even all
nearly-invariant subspaces are of the form Pn. Note that in this case all nearly-invariant
subspaces are ordered by inclusion (recall that an operator whose invariant subspaces are
ordered by inclusion is said to be unicellular).
It is however possible that nearly invariant subspaces have ordered structure even in the
case when they are not of the form Pn. A model situation where this property holds is
given by the Ordering Theorem for de Branges spaces [12, 24] (for a generalization to the
so-called Cauchy–de Branges spaces, see [1]). In the present paper we study the structure
of backward shift invariant and nearly invariant subspaces for weighted Fock-type spaces
of entire functions.
1.2. Weighted Fock-type spaces. By a weight we simply mean a positive function W
in C which is measurable with respect to planar Lebesgue measure m2 in the complex
plane C. With any weight W and p ∈ [1,+∞) we associate the Fock-type space of entire
functions
FpW =
{
F ∈ Hol(C) : ‖F‖pFpW =
∫
C
|F (z)|pW (z)dm2(z) < +∞
}
.
In what follows we shall always assume thatW is bounded from above and below by positive
constants on any compact. In this case, the point evaluation functionals are bounded on
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FpW and FpW is a Banach space with the division property. Conversely, it is also easy to
see that if point evaluation functionals are bounded on FpW , we can find a weight W˜ which
is bounded above and below by positive constants on any compact, and Fp
W˜
= FpW with
equivalent norms.
In the case p = 2 we will omit the exponent p. Clearly, FW is a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space.
A typical example of a Fock-type space is a radial space FpW with W (z) = exp(−ϕ(|z|))
where ϕ is a function on [0,+∞) such that log r = o(ϕ(r)), r → +∞ (to exclude the trivial
finite-dimensional case). E.g., one can take ϕ(r) = arα, a, α > 0; in what follows we denote
any corresponding space by Fpα (formally, it depends also on a, but this dependence is not
essential). The case p = 2 and α = 2 corresponds to the classical Bargmann–Segal–Fock
space, ubiquitous in applications – from theoretical physics to time-frequency analysis.
The Hilbert spaces in this scale will be denoted by Fα.
In the present paper we will also consider non-radial Fock spaces. It should be mentioned
that Fock-type spaces are fairly general objects which cover even seemingly unrelated
examples. It was shown in [9] that any de Branges space (whose norm is given by a
weighted L2-integral over the real axis) coincides with equivalence of norms with some
Fock-type space. E.g., the Paley-Wiener space PW[−a,a], the image of L2([−a, a]) by the
Fourier transform, coincides with the space FW where W (z) = (1+ |Im z|)−2e−2a|Im z| and,
moreover, the Paley–Wiener space is the only de Branges space which can be realized as
a Fock-type space with the weight depending on Im z only. The same is true for a wider
class of the so-called Cauchy–de Branges spaces (for their theory see [1]): any Cauchy–de
Branges can be realized as a Fock-type space.
Note also that in the radial Hilbertian Fock spaces the monomials {zn}n≥0 form an
orthogonal basis. Therefore, one can isometrically identify such spaces with weighted
spaces of sequences:
FW =
{
F (z) =
∑
n≥0
cnz
n : ‖F‖2 =
∑
n≥0
Wn|cn|2 < +∞
}
, Wn = 2π
∫ ∞
0
r2n+1W (r)dr.
1.3. Main results. Given a Fock-type space FpW , we address the following questions:
a) When are all nontrivial backward shift invariant or nearly invariant subspaces of the
form Pn (recall that we consider only subspaces without common zeros)?
b) When is the set of all nearly invariant subspaces totally ordered by inclusion, i.e.,
given two nearly invariant subspaces M1 and M2 of FpW , is it true that either M1 ⊂M2
or M2 ⊂M1?
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For backward shift invariant subspaces in radial Hilbertian Fock spaces the answer to the
first question is positive and essentially known. In this case the problem is equivalent to the
unicellularity of the weighted shifts on the space ℓ2 studied, e.g., in [21, 26, 28, 29, 13]. One
of the strongest results in this direction is due to D.V. Yakubovich [28, 29] who showed
(answering a question of A.L. Shields [26]) that if (λn)n≥1 is a positive non-increasing
sequence tending to zero, then the weighted shift
T : ℓp(Z+)→ ℓp(Z+), (c0, c1, . . . ) 7→ (λ1c1, λ2c2, . . . )
is unicellular for any p ∈ (1,∞), and so its invariant subspaces are of the form {(cn)n≥0 :
cn = 0, n > N} for some N . From this it is clear that L is unicellular on any radial
Hilbertian space FW , hence all backward shift invariant subspaces of FW are of the form
Pn. However, it is not clear whether one can relate the backward shift on FpW with weighted
shifts on sequence spaces when p 6= 2.
Our first main result extends the above to a large class of Fock-type spaces FpW ( W
not necessarily radial), containing the set of polynomials as a dense subset. To state it
we introduce the following terminology. We say that FpW is a space of finite order if any
function F ∈ FpW is of finite order. In fact, in this case there exists a uniform upper
bound for the orders of elements of FpW . Analogously, we say that FpW is a space of zero
exponential type, if any F ∈ FpW is of zero type with respect to the order 1.
Theorem 1.1. Let FpW be a space of finite order such that FpW contains the set P of all
polynomials as a dense subset. Then any nontrivial backward shift invariant subspace is of
the form Pn for some n ∈ Z+ and, thus, L is unicellular on FpW .
The following theorem shows that we can omit the restriction that FpW is of finite order
if the weight is radial. Note that in this case, polynomials are dense in FpW whenever they
are contained in it (see Proposition 3.1 below).
Theorem 1.2. Let FpW be a radial Fock-type space, 1 < p < +∞, containing all polyno-
mials. Then any nontrivial backward shift invariant subspace is of the form Pn for some
n ∈ Z+ and, thus, L is unicellular on FpW .
We now turn to the ordering property for nearly invariant subspaces. Here the threshold
is given by the order 1. Spaces of smaller order have the ordering property while even in
the standard radial Fock spaces of order 1, or higher, nearly invariant subspaces are not
ordered by inclusion. The next theorem can be obtained by a modification of the beautiful
de Branges’ proof of Ordering Theorem for de Branges spaces based on a Phragme´n–
Lindelo¨f type result due to M. Heins.
Theorem 1.3. Let FpW be a space of zero exponential type. Then the set of nearly invariant
subspaces of FpW is ordered by inclusion.
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In the case when polynomials are dense in FpW this leads to a complete description of all
nearly invariant subspaces.
Corollary 1.4. Let FpW be a Fock-type space of zero exponential type which contains the
polynomials as a dense subspace. Then any nontrivial nearly invariant subspace is of the
form Pn for some n ∈ Z+. This is true, in particular, for all spaces Fpα, α ∈ (0, 1).
Obviously, in the case α ≥ 1, the spaces Fpα contain finite-dimensional nearly invariant
subspaces of the form eQPn where Q is a fixed polynomial of degree at most α and one
cannot expect the ordered structure. However, the collection of nearly invariant subspaces
is much larger. The following result is a special case of a more general construction (see
Sections 5 and 6).
Theorem 1.5. For any α ≥ 1 the space Fpα contains nontrivial infinite-dimensional nearly
invariant subspaces.
We will give several methods to construct nontrivial nearly invariant subspaces in Fock-
type spaces. In the classical Fock space F2 one can give such examples using the Bargmann
transform. In general spaces Fα, α ≥ 1, one can define nearly invariant subspaces imposing
certain growth/decay conditions in some angles (see Section 5).
There exists a standard way to construct nearly invariant subspaces in a Banach space
H of entire functions with bounded point evaluations and division property. Let G ∈ H
have only simple zeros. Then it is easy to see that
MG = Span
{
G(z)
z − λ : λ ∈ ZG
}
is a nearly invariant subspace. Here ZG is the zero set of G. In the case when G has
multiple zeros, an obvious modification is required. Note that Corollary 1.4 admits the
following reformulation in terms of approximation theory:
Corollary 1.6. If FpW is a radial Fock-type space of zero exponential type, then the family{G(z)
z−λ : λ ∈ ZG
}
is complete in FpW for any transcendental entire function G ∈ FpW with
simple zeros.
An interesting aspect related to these examples is exploited in Section 6, where we
construct a function G with an asymmetric behaviour which will be then inherited by
all the non-zero elements of the corresponding subspace MG. In fact, all examples in
Sections 5 and 6 are essentially based on finding subspaces whose non-zero elements share
a certain asymmetric behaviour. This leads to the natural question whether there exist
nontrivial infinite-dimensional nearly invariant subspaces satisfying additional symmetry
conditions. In Section 7 we consider rotation invariance of such subspaces in radial Fock-
type spaces, that is nearly invariant subspaces which are also invariant for the operator
Rβf(z) = f(e
iβz).
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It is easy to show that if β/π /∈ Q, then any nontrivial nearly invariant subspace M of
a radial space FW with RβM⊂M must contain polynomials up to some order and, thus,
is of the form Pk (see Section 7).
The case when β = πm/n with relatively prime m and n reduces to the case when
β = 2π/n, and we have the following result.
Theorem 1.7. Let FpW be a radial Fock-type space and let n ≥ 2 be an integer such that any
element of FpW has zero type with respect to order n. Then any nontrivial nearly-invariant
subspace M invariant with respect to R2pi/n is of the form Pm.
The restriction on the order and type is sharp. It is easy to see, e.g., that nontrivial
subspaces of the Fock space from Subsection 5.1 can be invariant under f 7→ f(−z), which
corresponds to n = 2.
We finish this Introduction with one open problem.
Problem. Is it true that any nearly invariant subspace without common zeros in a Fock-
type space Fpα is 1-generated, that is, of the form MG for some G ∈ Fpα?
In what follows we write U(x) . V (x) if there is a constant C such that U(x) ≤ CV (x)
holds for all x in the set in question. We write U(x) ≍ V (x) if both U(x) . V (x) and
V (x) . U(x). The standard Landau notations O and o also will be used. The zero set of
an entire function f will be denoted by Zf . We denote by D(z, R) the disc with center z
of radius R and by m2 area-Lebesgue measure in C.
Acknowledgement. The authors are grateful to Eskil Rydhe for the suggestion to look
at the problem in the context of Lp-norms.
2. Preliminaries on Cauchy transforms and proof of Theorem 1.1
In what follows we will use the following two results from [7] about the asymptotic
behaviour of Cauchy transforms of measures in the plane. More subtle results about
Cauchy transforms on rectifiable curves were obtained in [20, 27]. We say that Ω ⊂ C is a
set of zero planar density if
lim
R→+∞
m2(Ω ∩D(0, R))
R2
= 0.
It is well-known that for any finite complex Borel measure ν in the plane, its Cauchy
transform
Cν(z) =
∫
C
dν(ξ)
z − ξ
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is well-defined in the principal value sense m2-a.e. Note that if ν is compactly supported,
we obviously have
(2.1) Cν(z) = ν(C)
z
+ o
(1
z
)
, |z| → +∞.
From the results of [20] one can easily deduce that the same asymptotics holds for an
arbitrary ν outside some “small” set (see [7, Proof of Lemma 4.3]):
Cν(z) = ν(C)
z
+ o
(1
z
)
, |z| → +∞, z ∈ C \ Ω,
where Ω is a set of zero planar density.
The following result of A. Borichev (see [7, Lemma 4.2] and also [8] where an inaccu-
racy of the proof is corrected) can be considered as an extension of the classical Liouville
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If an entire function f of finite order is bounded on C \ Ω for some set Ω
of zero planar density, then f is a constant.
We will also need the following simple observation: for any finite complex measure ν we
have
(2.2)
∫
C
|Cν(z)|
1 + |z|3dm2(z) ≤ 10|ν|(C).
This follows directly from Fubini’s theorem and the estimate∫
C
1
|z − ζ |(1 + |z|3)dm2(z) ≤
∫
|z−ζ|≥1
1
1 + |z|3dm2(z) +
∫
|z−ζ|<1
1
|z − ζ |dm2(z),
valid for any ζ ∈ C.
Our proofs are often based on duality arguments. We cannot identify the dual space
to FpW with the space F qW , 1/p + 1/q = 1, unless p = 2. However, by the Hahn–Banach
theorem, any continuous linear functional on FpW , p ∈ [1,+∞), may be represented in the
form
(2.3) Ψg(f) =
∫
C
fgWdm2, g ∈ Lq(W ),
where 1/p+1/q = 1, Lq(W ) = {f : fW 1/q ∈ Lq(C, dm2)}. In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we
will need a more detailed information about the structure of the functionals and will show
that the function g can be chosen to have a certain “antianalyticity” (see Proposition 3.2).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. LetM be a nontrivial backward shift invariant subspace of FpW and
let Ψg, g ∈ Lq(W ), be a functional annihilating M. To simplify notation we write dµ in
place of Wm2. Let f ∈M. Then we have, for any z ∈ C,∫
C
f(ζ)− f(z)
ζ − z g(ζ)dµ(ζ) = 0,
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whence
f(z)Cgµ(z) = Cfgµ(z).
Since P is dense in FpW , we can choose the smallest n ∈ Z+ such that Ψg(zn) =∫
C
ζng(ζ)dµ(ζ) 6= 0. Then ∫
C
zn − ζn
z − ζ g(ζ)dµ(ζ) = 0
whence, by (2.1), there exists a set Ω of zero planar density such that
Cgµ(z) = 1
zn
Cζngµ(z) = α
zn+1
+ o
( 1
zn+1
)
, Cfgµ(z) = O
(1
z
)
,
when |z| → +∞, z ∈ C \ Ω, and α 6= 0. We conclude that |f(z)| = O(|z|n) outside a set
of zero planar measure. Since FpW is of finite order, f is a polynomial of degree at most n
by Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. 1. The above argument applies to a somewhat more general class of spaces
than Fock-type spaces. The only property of the space we used is that there exists a
measure µ in C such that ‖f‖FpW = ‖f‖Lp(µ) for any f ∈ F
p
W .
2. In general, if the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are not satisfied, even the ordering property
for backward shift invariant spaces may fail. Simple examples of this type are provided
by Paley–Wiener spaces. Let us denote, as usual, by PWI the image of L
2(I) by the the
Fourier transform. As mentioned in the Introduction, by the result in [9], PW[−a,a] is a
Fock-type space, and PW[0,a], PW[−a,0] are backward shift invariant subspaces which are
orthogonal to each other.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The density of polynomials in radial spaces FpW is apparently well known. We include a
very short proof of this fact for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 3.1. If W is a radial weight with the property
∫
C
|z|nW (z)dm2(z) < +∞ for
any n, then polynomials are dense in FpW for all p ∈ [1,+∞).
Proof. Given f ∈ FpW and θ ∈ [0, 2π], we have that fθ(z) = f(eiθz) belongs to FpW and
‖fθ‖FpW = ‖f‖FpW . In particular, if θn → θ, from the equality of the norms together with
the pointwise convergence fθn(z)→ fθ(z), z ∈ C, we deduce that ‖fθn − fθ‖FpW → 0, Now
let g ∈ Lq(W ) or (L∞(C) if p = 1) annihilate the polynomials, let f ∈ FpW and let
u(eiθ) =
∫
C
fθgWdm2, θ ∈ [0, 2π].
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By the above argument u is continuous on the unit circle. By Fubini’s theorem, its Fourier
coefficients satisfy∫ 2pi
0
u(eiθ)e−inθ
dθ
2π
=
∫
C
g(z)
(∫ 2pi
0
fθ(z)e
−inθ dθ
2π
)
W (z)dm2(z) = 0, n ∈ Z,
since the inner integral either vanishes, or it is a constant multiple of zn. Thus u = 0 on
the unit circle, whence g annihilates any f ∈ FpW . 
A key step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is a simple identity for continuous linear func-
tionals Ψg on FpW . With the representation (2.3) we have that if f ∈ FpW , ζ ∈ C, and
Tζf(z) = L(1 − ζL)−1f(z) = f(z)−f(ζ)z−ζ , then
(3.1) Ψg(Tζf) = f(ζ)Cgµ(ζ)− Cfgµ(ζ),
m2-a.e., where µ = Wm2. In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we shall assume that the left
hand side vanishes and estimate |Cfgµ| from above and |Cgµ| from below, in order to obtain
an estimate for |f |. While (2.2) provides a sufficiently good upper estimate for Cfgµ, the
lower estimate for Cgµ is more subtle and is addressed in the proposition below.
We shall denote by Hp the usual Hardy spaces on the unit disc D, by A the disc algebra
and by P+ the usual Riesz projection
P+u(ρe
iθ) =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
u(eit)
1− ρei(θ−t) dt, ρ < 1, θ ∈ [0, 2π],
where u is a function in L1 on the unit circle. Recall that functions in Hp (or A) can
be identified with Fourier series in Lp([0, 2π]) (or C([0, 2π])) whose negative coefficients
vanihsh, and this identification defines an isometry between the spaces in question. More-
over, by the famous M. Riesz theorem P+ is a bounded operator from L
p([0, 2π]) onto Hp,
whenever 1 < p < +∞.
Proposition 3.2. Let 1 < p < +∞, 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, and let FpW contain all polynomials. Then
there exists K > 0 depending only on p such that every continuous linear functional Ψ on
FpW can be represented in the form (2.3) with g ∈ Lq(W ) such that :
(i) ‖g‖Lq(W ) ≤ K‖Ψ‖, g ∈ C(C), and for all r > 0, there exists a function ur ∈ A
such that ur(e
it) = g(reit);
(ii) The Cauchy transform Cgµ is continuous on C, satisfies for r > 0
(3.2) Cgµ(reit) = 2π
reit
∫ r
0
uρ
(ρeit
r
)
ρW (ρ)dρ;
(iii) There exists a function Ur ∈ A such that Ur(eit) = Cgµ(reit) and
(3.3) ‖Ur‖Hq ≤ K
r
‖Ψ‖
(∫ r
0
ρW (ρ)dρ
) 1
p
.
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Proof. (i) Let Ψ be a continuous linear functional on FpW and choose, by the Hahn-Banach
theorem, h ∈ Lq(W ) such that
Ψ(f) =
∫
C
fhWdm2, ‖h‖Lq(W ) = ‖Ψ‖.
Since 1 < p < +∞, FpW is reflexive, since it is a closed subspace of the reflexive space
Lp(W ). Therefore, there exists f0 ∈ FpW , ‖f0‖FpW = 1, such that Ψ(f0) = ‖Ψ‖. Then for
the functions f0W
1
p , hW
1
q , we have equality in the Ho¨lder inequality, which implies that
h = f 0|f0|p−2, m2-a.e. on C. Put Fr(eit) = f 0|f0|p−2(reit), r ≥ 0, t ∈ [0, 2π]. It is easy to
verify that f 0|f0|p−2 ∈ Lipβ(Ω) for any compact subset Ω of C with β = min{p, 2} − 1.
Therefore, the function ur = P+Fr belongs to A and, moreover, is in Lip
β(D) (see, e.g.,
[14, Theorem 5.1]). Let
g(reit) = ur(e
it).
Then the function g is well-defined everywhere in C. Let us show that g is continuous. Let
gn(re
it) = ur
((
1− 1
n
)
eit
)
.
Since the functions ur are in Lip
β(D) uniformly with respect to r in any bounded set, we
conclude that gn(re
it) converge to g(reit) locally uniformly in r and uniformly in t. Finally,
it is obvious that gn(r
′eit) converges uniformly in t to g(reit) as r′ → r for any fixed n. We
conclude that g ∈ C(C).
Using polar coordinates the estimate ‖g‖Lq(W ) ≤ K‖h‖Lq(W ) = K‖Ψ‖ follows by the
M. Riesz theorem. Finally, since FpW consists of functions which are continuous on every
closed disc and analytic inside, we have by definition∫ 2pi
0
f(reit)(ur(e
it)− Fr(eit))dt = 0,
hence using polar coordinates,
Ψ(f) =
∫ +∞
0
rW (r)
∫ 2pi
0
f(reit)Fr(e
it)dtdr
=
∫ +∞
0
rW (r)
∫ 2pi
0
f(reit)ur(e
it)dtdr =
∫
C
fgWdm2.
(ii) The function Cgµ is well-defined everywhere in C and, for a fixed ζ 6= 0, we have
Cgµ(ζ) = lim
δ→0
∫∣∣|z|−|ζ|∣∣>δ
g(z)
ζ − zW (z)dm2(z).
Using (i) and a straightforward calculation we obtain∫ 2pi
0
g(ρeit)
ζ − ρeitdt = 0, if ρ > |ζ |,
∫ 2pi
0
g(ρeit)
ζ − ρeitdt =
2π
ζ
uρ
(
ρ/ζ
)
, if ρ < |ζ |.
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Hence,
Cgµ(ζ) = 2π
ζ
lim
δ→0
∫ |ζ|−δ
0
uρ
(ρ
ζ
)
ρW (ρ)dρ =
2π
ζ
∫ |ζ|
0
uρ
(
ρ/ζ
)
ρW (ρ)dρ,
since the functions uρ are uniformly bounded for ρ ≤ |ζ |. This proves formula (3.2). In
particular, Cgµ is continuous at ζ .
(iii) It follows from (3.2) that the nonnegative Fourier coefficients of the function Cgµ(reit)
vanish, therefore there exists a function Ur ∈ A such that Ur(eit) = Cgµ(reit), Ur(0) = 0.
Finally, by (i), ‖ur‖qHq = 12pi
∫ 2pi
0
|g(reit)|qdt, and the inequality (3.3) follows by the Ho¨lder
inequality together with the fact that∫ 2pi
0
|uρ(seit)|qdt ≤ 2π‖uρ‖qHq , 0 < s ≤ 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. The density of polynomials in FpW has already been proved in Propo-
sition 3.1. We are going to show that if f ∈ FpW and Ψ is a non-zero continuous linear
functional on FpW with Ψ(Tζf) = 0, ζ ∈ C, then f is a polynomial of degree at most n+1,
where n is the smallest nonnegative integer such that Ψ(zn) 6= 0. Since polynomials are
dense in FpW and Ψ 6= 0, such an integer exists.
We shall consider first the case when n = 0. Consider the representation of Ψ given by
Proposition 3.2. The equality (3.1) gives
(3.4) f(ζ)Cgµ(ζ) = Cfgµ(ζ),
m2-a.e. For any fixed r > 0, the function e
it 7→ f(reit)Ur(eit) belongs to the disc algebra
A. Using also (3.4) we obtain for all δ ∈ (0, 1)∫ 2pi
0
|f(δreit)Ur(δeit)|dt ≤
∫ 2pi
0
|f(reit)Ur(eit)|dt
=
∫ 2pi
0
|f(reit)Cgµ(reit)|dt =
∫ 2pi
0
|Cfgµ(reit)|dt.
Given an Hq-function v with v(0) = 0, we can write for |z| < 1, v(z) = zv′(0) + z2v1(z),
where ‖v1‖Hq ≤ 2‖v‖Hq , and a standard estimate gives for all δ ∈ (0, 1/2),
|v(δeit)| ≥ δ|v′(0)| − 2
1+ 1
q δ2
(1− δ) 1q
‖v‖Hq ≥ δ|v′(0)| −K ′δ2‖v‖Hq
with K ′ depending on q only.
In order to apply this estimate to Ur we note first that
U ′r(0) =
2π
r
∫ r
0
uρ(0)ρW (ρ)dρ
=
1
r
∫ r
0
(∫ 2pi
0
uρ(e
it))dt
)
ρW (ρ)dρ =
1
r
∫
|z|<r
g(z)W (z)dm2(z),
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whence rU ′r(0)→ Ψ(1) as r → +∞. Together with the estimate (3.3) this gives for r > 0,
δ ∈ (0, 1/2),
|Ur(δeit)| ≥ δ
r
∣∣∣∣
∫
|z|<r
g(z)W (z)dm2(z)
∣∣∣∣−K ′′δ2‖Ψ‖,
with K ′′ = K ′K
( ∫
C
W (z)dm2(z)
) 1
p . Then there exists r0 > 0, δ0 ∈ (0, 1), such that for
r > r0, δ ∈ (0, δ0) we have
|Ur(δeit)| ≥ δ|Ψ(1)|
2r
.
Using this in (3.5) we obtain for r, δ as above,∫ 2pi
0
|f(δreit)|dt ≤ 2r
δ|Ψ(1)|
∫ 2pi
0
|Cfgµ(reit)|dt,
and from (2.2) it follows that ∫
C
|f(δz)|
1 + |z|4dm2(z) < +∞.
This implies that f is a polynomial of degree at most one and finishes the proof in the case
when Ψ(1) 6= 0.
If the smallest integer n with Ψ(zn) 6= 0 is strictly positive, we observe that Ψn(f) =
Ψ(znf) defines a continuous linear functional on the space FpWn with radial weightWn(z) =
|z|−nW (z). The space FpWn contains polynomials and all functions of the form Lnh, h ∈ FpW .
Moreover, since h−znLnh is a polynomial of degree strictly less than n, and LnTζ = TζLn,
we have
Ψn(TζL
nf) = Ψn(L
nTζf) = Ψ(z
nLnTζf) = Ψ(Tζf) = 0, ζ ∈ C.
Since Ψn(1) 6= 0, the previous argument shows that Lnf is a polynomial of degree at most
one, which completes the proof. 
4. The Ordering Theorem for Fock-type spaces of small growth
The key idea of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is due to L. de Branges [12, Theorem 35]. It
is based on an application of a deep result by M. Heins [17] (see also [12, Lemma 8] or [24,
Proposition 26]): if f and g are entire function of zero exponential type and
min
(|f(z)|, |g(z)|) . 1, z ∈ C,
then either f or g is a constant function. However, we will need a slightly refined version
of Heins’ theorem where the estimate holds everywhere up to a small exceptional set. The
proof of the following statement is identical to the proof of Heins’ theorem (see proof of
Proposition 26 in [24]) and we omit it.
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Theorem 4.1. Let f and g be entire function of zero exponential type such that
min
(|f(z)|, |g(z)|) . 1, z ∈ C \ Ω,
where the set Ω satisfies ∫
Ω
dm2(z)
|z|+ 1 < +∞.
Then either f or g is a constant function.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M1, M2 be two nearly invariant subspaces of FpW . Assume
that neither M1 ⊂ M2 nor M2 ⊂ M1. Then we can choose two nonzero functionals ΨF1
and ΨF2, F1, F2 ∈ Lq(W ) such that ΨF1 annihilatesM2 but notM1, while ΨF2 annihilates
M1 but not M2.
Let F ∈M1 and G ∈M2. Define two functions
(4.1) f(z) = ΨF1
(
F − F (z)
G(z)
G
ζ − z
)
=
∫
C
F (ζ)− F (z)
G(z)
G(ζ)
ζ − z F1(ζ)dµ(ζ),
(4.2) g(z) = ΨF2
(
G− G(z)
F (z)
F
ζ − z
)
=
∫
C
G(ζ)− G(z)
F (z)
F (ζ)
ζ − z F2(ζ)dµ(ζ),
where µ = Wm2. The functions f and g are well-defined and analytic on the sets {z :
G(z) 6= 0} and {z : F (z) 6= 0}, respectively.
Step 1: f and g are entire functions of zero exponential type, f does not depend on the
choice of G and g does not depend on the choice of F .
Let f1 be a function associated in a similar way to G1 ∈ M2,
f1(z) =
∫ F (ζ)− F (z)
G1(z)
G1(ζ)
ζ − z F1(ζ)dµ(ζ).
Then, for G(z) 6= 0 and G1(z) 6= 0, we have
f1(z)− f(z) = F (z)
G(z)G1(z)
∫
G1(z)G(ζ)−G(z)G1(ζ)
ζ − z F1(ζ)dµ(ζ) = 0,
since G1(z)G−G(z)G1
ζ−z ∈M2.
Now choosing G such that G(z) 6= 0 we can extend f analytically to a neighborhood of
the point z. Thus, f and g are entire functions.
Since fG = GCFF1µ − FCGF1µ, it follows from (2.2) that∫
D(z,1)
|f(ζ)G(ζ)|dm2(ζ) . (|z|3 + 1) sup
ζ∈D(z,1)
(|F (ζ)|+ |G(ζ)|),
whence fG is an entire function of zero type. Since G itself is of zero exponential type,
f is of zero type by the standard properties of entire functions (see, e.g., [19, Chapter 1,
§9]).
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Step 2: Either f or g is identically zero.
Given z such that F (z) 6= 0, G(z) 6= 0, we have
(4.3)
|f(z)| ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
F (ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣F (z)G(z)
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣
∫
G(ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣,
|g(z)| ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
G(ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣G(z)F (z)
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣
∫
F (ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣.
Note that, by (2.2), for any finite measure ν, there exists a set of finite measure such that
|Cν(z)| ≤ |z|3 outside this set. Then we can find a set Ω of finite measure such that
|f(z)| . |z|3
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣F (z)G(z)
∣∣∣∣
)
, |g(z)| . |z|3
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣G(z)F (z)
∣∣∣∣
)
, z /∈ Ω.
We conclude that
min
(|f(z)|, |g(z)|) . |z|3, z /∈ Ω.
By Theorem 4.1 either f or g is a polynomial.
Assume that f is a nonzero polynomial. By (2.1), there exists a set Ω of zero area density
such that ∣∣∣∣
∫
F (ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
∫
G(ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣ = O( 1|z|
)
, z /∈ Ω.
Hence, |F (z)/G(z)| → +∞ as |z| → +∞, z /∈ Ω, and so
|g(z)| ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
G(ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣G(z)F (z)
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣
∫
F (ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣ = O( 1|z|
)
, w /∈ Ω ∪ Ω˜,
where Ω˜ is another set of zero area density. Thus, g tends to zero outside a set of zero
density and so g ≡ 0 by Theorem 2.1.
Step 3: End of the proof.
Without loss of generality, let f ≡ 0. Then
F (z)
G(z)
∫
G(ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ) =
∫
F (ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
for any F ∈M1, G ∈M2.
Recall that ΨF1 does not annihilate M1 and so we can choose F ∈ M1 such that
ΨF1(F ) =
∫
FF1dµ 6= 0. Then, by (2.1),∣∣∣∣
∫
F (ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣ & 1|z| , z /∈ Ω,
for some set Ω of zero density. Since ΨF1(G) = 0 for any G ∈M2, we have (again by (2.1))∣∣∣∣
∫
G(ζ)F1(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
∣∣∣∣ = o( 1|z|
)
, |z| → +∞, z /∈ Ω˜,
where Ω˜ is another set of zero density. We conclude that |F (z)/G(z)| → +∞ when
|z| → +∞ outside the set of zero density Ω ∪ Ω˜ (for any G ∈ M2). Applying this fact
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and (2.1) to g we conclude that |g(z)| → 0 outside a set of zero density and so g ≡ 0 by
Theorem 2.1.
Thus, for any G ∈M2, we have
(4.4)
G(z)
F (z)
∫
F (ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ) =
∫
G(ζ)F2(ζ)
ζ − z dµ(ζ)
and we may repeat the above argument. Choose G ∈M2 such that ΨF2(G) =
∫
GF2dµ 6=
0. Then, by (2.1), the modulus of the right-hand side in (4.4) is & |z|−1, while the left-hand
side is o(|z|−1) when |z| → +∞ outside a set of zero density. This contradiction proves
Theorem 1.3. 
5. Failure of the Ordering Theorem in spaces of large growth
5.1. Examples via the Bargmann transform. We start with the case of the classical
space F2 with the weightW (z) = exp(−|z|2). The Bargmann (Segal–Bargmann) transform
is the isometry B from L2(R) onto F2 given by
Bu(z) =
∫
R
e−
t2+z2
2
+
√
2tzu(t)dt, u ∈ L2(R).
Let I ( R be a nonempty open interval and let
MI = BL2I , L2I =
{
u : u = 0 a.e. off I
}
.
Obviously, MI is nontrivial and closed in F2. We want to show that these subspaces are
nearly invariant. This will follow directly from an alternative description in terms of the
Paley–Wiener type spaces PWI . Recall that PWI is by definition the image of L
2
I under
the Fourier transform. Also, if I = [a, b], then f ∈ PWI if and only if f is the restriction
to the real axis of an entire function F which is in L2(R) and satisfies
|F (z)| ≤

Ce
bIm z, Im z > 0,
CeaIm z, Im z < 0.
Proposition 5.1. For a nonempty bounded open interval I ⊂ R we have
MI =
{
f ∈ F2 : e− z
2
2 f(−iz) ∈ PW√2I
}
.
In particular, MI is nearly invariant with no common zeros.
Proof. From the definition of B we have for f = Bu ∈ F2, u ∈ L2I ,
e−
z2
2 f(−iz) =
∫
R
e−
t2
2
−√2iztu(t)dt ∈ PW√2I .
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Conversely, any function v in L2I with bounded I can be written as v(t) = e
−t2/2u(t) and
so ∫
I
e−
√
2iztv(t)dt = e−
z2
2 f(−iz)
for f = Bu ∈ F2.
It follows immediately from the structure of the Paley–Wiener spaces thatMI is nearly
invariant. 
Clearly, subspaces MI are not ordered by inclusion. For example, if I ∩ J = ∅, we have
MI ∩MJ = {0}, and both are nontrivial.
5.2. Phragme´n–Lindelo¨f approach. Next we consider a more general construction of
nontrivial nearly invariant subspaces in the radial Fock-type spaces Fpα, α ≥ 1, with the
weight Wα(z) = exp(−|z|α). The idea behind our construction is to consider subspaces
consisting of functions satisfying a growth restriction in a fixed angle. The remarkable fact
is that the growth restriction and the angle can be chosen such that the Phragme´n–Lindelo¨f
principle guarantees that the corresponding subspace is closed in Fpα.
Let us record first the standard pointwise estimate in these spaces. To this end, note
that for any α ≥ 1 we have Wα(z) ≍ Wα(ζ), |ζ − z| ≤ |z|2−2α, |z| ≥ 1. Thus, using the
fact that |f(z)|p ≤ 1
pir2
∫
D(z,r)
|f(ζ)|pdm2(ζ), we get
(5.1) |f(z)|pe−|z|α ≤ A|z|2α−2‖f‖pFpα, |z| > 1,
for some constant A = A(α, p).
Now let Ω = {z : 0 < arg z < 2π/α} and let Γ = ∂Ω. Fix some polynomial P with zeros
outside Ω and degP ≥ (2α− 2)/p. For any a ≥ 0, put
Ma =
{
f ∈ Fpα :
∣∣∣ f(z)
P (z)
e−
1
p
zα
∣∣∣ ≤ Cea|z|α/2, z ∈ Ω, for some C > 0}.
Proposition 5.2. Ma is a closed nearly invariant subspace of Fpα, with no common zeros
in C.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that Ma is closed, since the remaining assertions are im-
mediate. Let fn ∈ Ma be a sequence convergent in Fpα to some function f0. Then we
have ∣∣∣fn(z)
P (z)
e−
1
p
zα
∣∣∣ ≤ Cnea|z|α/2, z ∈ Ω,
for some constants Cn. We need to show that the constants Cn can be replaced by a
uniform bound. Once this is done, by taking the pointwise limit it follows that f0 satisfies
the same estimate growth estimate in the angle Ω, i.e. f0 ∈Ma.
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Since supn ‖fn‖Fpα < +∞, it follows from (5.1) that there is a constant A0 (independent
of n) such that ∣∣∣fn(z)
P (z)
e−
1
p
zα
∣∣∣ ≤ A0, z ∈ Γ.
For z ∈ C+, put
gn(z) =
ez
2/pfn(z
2/α)
P (z2/α)
.
Then gn is analytic in C
+ and continuous up to the boundary, |gn(x)| ≤ A0, x ∈ R, and
|gn(z)| ≤ Cnea|z|, z ∈ C+.
By the classical Phragme´n–Lindelo¨f principle, |gn(z)| ≤ A0eaIm z, z ∈ C+, whence for all n
we can replace Cn by A0 and the result follows. 
One can also consider subspaces with a < 0 if we replace the estimate in the definition
of Ma by two conditions:∣∣∣ f(z)
P (z)
e−
1
p
zα
∣∣∣ ≤ Cea|z|α/2 , arg z = π/α, ∣∣∣ f(z)
P (z)
e−
1
p
zα
∣∣∣ ≤ Ced|z|α/2, z ∈ Ω,
for some d > 0. Also, in general, if α is sufficiently large, one can impose conditions in
several angles of size 2π/α in order to obtain further examples of closed nontrivial nearly
invariant subspaces.
Example 5.3. In the case of the Fock space F2 one can impose conditions in both half-
planes:
Ma,b = {f ∈ F2 : |f(z)e−z2/2| ≤ C ebIm z, Im z > 0, and |f(z)e−z2/2| ≤ CeaIm z, Im z < 0}.
These subspaces actually coincide with those constructed in Subsection 5.1.
Example 5.4. Consider the space F1 with the weight W (z) = exp(−|z|). Then f ∈ Ma
if and only if f ∈ F1 and
|f(z)e−z/2| ≤ Cea|z|1/2, z ∈ C.
Similar classes of functions appeared in the paper of Gurarii [15] in connection to the study
of primary ideals in weighted L1 spaces (Beurling algebras).
Let us show that for any α > 1 the subspaces Ma in Fpα are nontrivial.
Lemma 5.5. For any α ≥ 1 and a > 0 there exists entire function f ∈ Fpα such that
(5.2)
∣∣∣f(z)e− zαp ∣∣∣ ≤ ea|z|α/2, arg z ∈ [0, 2π/α].
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Proof. If α = m ∈ N and a > 0, we can put
f(z) = e
1
p
zm sin(az
m/2)
zm/2
(P (z))−1
for a polynomial P whose zeros are a subset of the zero set of sin(azm/2). Then f ∈ Fpm
and ∣∣∣f(z)e− 12 zm∣∣∣ ≤ Cea|z|m/2 , z ∈ C.
In the case when α is noninteger, the construction is not so explicit. It is based on a
subtle atomization theorem of R. S. Yulmukhametov [30]. Let Ω = {z : 0 < arg z < 2π/α}.
First we consider the case a = 0 and construct a nonzero function f1 ∈ Fpα such that
(5.3) |f1(z)e−
zα
p | ≤ 1, z ∈ Ω.
Fix a small number ε ∈ (0, π(1− 1
α
))
and put
h(θ) =

cosαθ, θ ∈ [0, 2π/α+ ε] ∪ [2π − ε, 2π],cosαε, θ ∈ [2π/α+ ε, 2π − ε],
and
u(z) =
1
p
rαh(θ).
It is easy to see that u is a subharmonic function in C (it is harmonic in Ω and subharmonic
in C \ Ω). Next, we are going to use the following approximation result of [30].
Theorem 5.6. Let u be a subharmonic function in the complex plane of finite order ρ.
Then there exists an entire function F such that for every β ≥ ρ
| log |F (z)| − u(z)| ≤ Cβ log |z|, z ∈ C \ Eβ ,
for some Cβ > 0, and the set Eβ can be covered by a family of discs D(zj , rj) such that∑
|zj |>R
rj = o(R
ρ−β), R→ +∞.
Let F be an entire function constructed from u via this theorem (here ρ = α and we can
find a sufficiently large β > α to ensure that eu is almost constant inside the exceptional
discs D(zj, rj)). Then it is easy to see that f1 = F/P is in Fpα and satisfies inequality
(5.3) for some polynomial P . The estimate remains valid inside the discs D(zj, rj) by the
maximum principle.
To construct a function in Ma, a > 0, but not in Ma′ for a′ < a, we construct an entire
function f2 such that, for z = re
iθ,
(5.4) |f2(z)| ≤

e
rα/2 sin(αθ/2), θ ∈ [0, 2π/α],
1, θ /∈ [0, 2π/α],
Then the function f(z) := f1(z)f2(z) satisfies (5.2), but not a similar estimate with a
′ < a.
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The function
g(z) =
sin(zα/2)
zα/2
is analytic in the sector Ω = {z : 0 < arg z < 2π/α} and bounded in ∂Ω. Put
g1(z) =
1
2πi
∫
∂Ω
g(w)
z − wdw, z ∈ C \ Ω.
It is well known that g1 extends to an entire function. Indeed, g1 is analytic in C \Ω. Let
ΩR = Ω ∩ {z : |z| > R} and gR(z) = 12pii
∫
∂ΩR
g(w)
z−wdw, z ∈ C \ ΩR. Then the function gR is
an analytic continuation of g1 to C \ ΩR and, thus, g1 extends to an entire function. By
the SokhotskiPlemelj theorem we get
|g1(z)| ≤ erα/2 sin(αθ/2) +O(r), θ ∈ [0, 2π].
Using standard estimates of Cauchy transform we get |g1(z)| ≤ 10(1 + |z|), z 6∈ Ω. Hence,
function f2(z) =
g1(z)
z−z0 (where z0 is some zero of g1) satisfies (5.4). 
6. Counterexamples constructed via generating functions
In this section we discuss an additional, quite general method to construct nontrivial
nearly invariant subspaces.
Let FW be a Fock-type space (not necessarily radial). In this section we consider only
Hilbertian case, though all arguments easily carry over to Lp-setting. We denote by kz the
reproducing kernel of FW at the point z. In what follows we will assume that our weight
has some mild regularity, more precisely, there exists N ≥ 0 such that
(6.1) C1|z|−N ≤ W (ζ)
W (z)
≤ C2|z|N , ζ ∈ D(z, |z|−N), |z| > 1.
Now assume that there exists an entire function G ∈ FW such that the zeros {tn} of G
are simple and power separated, i.e.,
(6.2) dist(tn, {tm}m6=n) & (|tn|+ 1)−N1,
and also its derivative at the zeros has almost maximal growth (again up to a power factor):
(6.3) ‖ktn‖ ≤ (|tn|+ 1)N2|G′(tn)|.
Here N1, N2 are some positive constants.
All these assumptions are standard and natural. For many Fock-type spaces (including
standard spaces Fα, α > 0) one can choose the function G which approximates nicely the
weight: there exists N > 0 such that
(6.4) (|z|+ 1)−NW−1/2(z)dist(z,ZG) . |G(z)| . (|z|+ 1)NW−1/2(z)dist(z,ZG)
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for all z ∈ C. Since, under condition (6.1) one has ‖kz‖ . (|z| + 1)NW (z) (for some,
probably different, N > 0), (6.3) follows from (6.4).
In the classical Fock space (with ϕ(z) = π|z|2) the corresponding function G is the the
Weierstrass function
σ(z) = z
∏
λ∈(Z+iZ)\{0}
(
1− z
λ
)
e
z
λ
+ z
2
2λ2 .
In general, for a subharmonic weight W the function G can be obtained by atomization of
∆W (see, e.g., [30] or [11, Proposition 8.1]).
Theorem 6.1. Let FW and G satisfy conditions (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3). Assume that there
exists an entire function T such that ZT ⊂ ZG, both ZT and ZG \ ZT are infinite, and the
following holds:
(6.5) |T (z)| & (|z|+ 1)−N , z /∈ ∪nDn,
where Dn = D(tn, (|tn|+ 1)−N/10), and
(6.6) |T (tn)| . 1, tn ∈ ZG \ ZT .
Then FW contains a nontrivial infinite-dimensional subspace of the form Mg for some
g ∈ FW .
Proof. We may assume that the constants N , N1, N2 in (6.1)–(6.6) are the same. Dividing
T by a polynomial of sufficiently large degree with zeros in ZT we may assume, without
loss of generality, that
(6.7)
∑
n
|T (tn)|
|G′(tn)|‖ktn‖ < +∞.
Next we construct an entire function G0 whose zeros λn = tn + δn, tn ∈ ZG \ ZT , are very
small but nonzero perturbations of zeros of G/T so that
(6.8) |G0(z)T (z)| ≍ |G(z)|, z /∈ ∪nDn.
and
(6.9)
∑
n
∣∣∣G0(tn)T (tn)
G′(tn)
∣∣∣ < +∞
Now let P be a polynomial with ZP ⊂ ZG0 . Put g = G0P . We claim that if the degree of
P is sufficiently large, then g ∈ FW and Mg = Span
{ g(z)
z−λ : λ ∈ Zg
}
is a nontrivial nearly
invariant subspace. We have
|g(z)| ≍ |G(z)||P (z)T (z)| .
|z|NG(z)
|P (z)| , z /∈ ∪nDn.
Thus, if degP ≥ N , then W−1/2g ∈ L2(C \ ∪nDn). Since the weight W satisfies (6.1) and
the discs Dn are disjoint, we conclude that g ∈ FW if degP is sufficiently large.
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Now we construct a function which is orthogonal to Mg. Let bn = T (tn)‖ktn‖/G′(tn)
and let
f =
∑
n
bnktn .
In view of (6.7) f ∈ FW . Clearly, for λ ∈ Zg,(
g(z)
z − λ, f
)
FW
=
∑
n
bn
g(tn)
tn − λ =
∑
n
g(tn)T (tn)
G′(tn)(tn − λ)
(note that λ 6= tn by the construction of G0). We claim that∑
n
g(tn)T (tn)
G′(tn)(z − tn) =
g(z)T (z)
G(z)
.
Then, putting z = λ yields that
( g(z)
z−λ , f
)
FW = 0.
Let
H(z) =
∑
n
g(tn)T (tn)
G′(tn)(z − tn) −
g(z)T (z)
G(z)
.
Since the residues coincide, H is an entire function. Note that∣∣∣∣g(z)T (z)G(z)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣G0(z)T (z)G(z)
∣∣∣∣ · 1|P (z)| . 1|P (z)| , z /∈ ∪nDn.
Combining this with (6.9) we conclude that |H(z)| . 1 + |z|N and also
lim inf |z|→+∞ |H(z)| = 0. Thus, H ≡ 0. 
Here are some concrete examples where Theorem 6.1 applies.
Example 6.2. All examples of Subsection 5.1 can be obtained by the construction of
Theorem 6.1. E.g., let W (z) = exp(−π|z|2) and M = epiz2/2PW[−pi,pi]. Let G = σ be the
Weierstrass function and T (z) = σ(z)e
−piz2/2
sinpiz
. Then the subspace constructed in Theorem
6.1 starting from these G and T coincides with M. In the case ofM = epiz2/2PW[−a,a] one
should replace sin πz by an appropriate product of sine-type functions with zeros in the
lattice Z+ iZ intersected with a strip around R.
Example 6.3. A different example in the classical Fock space F2 withW (z) = exp(−π|z|2)
can be obtained if we consider
T (z) =
+∞∏
k=1
(
1− e
2piiz
e2pik
)
.
Then T is an entire function with zeros zm,k = m − ik, m ∈ Z, k ∈ N, and it is easy
to see that T satisfies (6.5)–(6.6) with G = σ. This function was used in [1] to provide
counterexamples to the Ordering Theorem for nearly invariant subspaces in Cauchy–de
Branges spaces. The corresponding nearly invariant subspace coincides with the subspace
M0 from Proposition 5.2.
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Example 6.4. Consider F1, i.e., let W (z) = exp(−|z|). Then, by an atomization proce-
dure one can find an entire function G satisfying (6.4) (see, e.g., [30] or [11, Proposition
8.1]). Moreover, it is easy to choose its zeros tn so that {tn} ⊃ {β−1n2}n≥1 for some β > 0.
Then we set
T (z) = G(z)e−z
(
sin πβ
√
z√
z
)−1
.
Conditions (6.5)–(6.6) are clearly satisfied.
7. Rotation-invariant nearly invariant subspaces
Recall that these are nearly invariant subspaces of FpW (W radial), which are also in-
variant under the isometry Rβ, defined by Rβf(z) = f(e
iβz), f ∈ FpW . As we mentioned
in the introduction, in the case when β/π /∈ Q, such a subspace must have the form Pk,
for some integer k ≥ 0.
To verify this, note that the symmetrizations defined for integers k ≥ 0, N ≥ 1, by
(7.1) Rk,N =
1
N
N−1∑
j=0
e−ijkβRjβ,
are uniformly bounded on FpW , and if f is a polynomial, then Rk,Nf converges in the norm
of FpW to the monomial f
(k)(0)
k!
zk as N → +∞. By Proposition 3.1, the polynomials are
dense in FpW , hence the above assertion holds true for every f ∈ FpW . Thus, ifM⊂ FpW is
a closed nearly invariant subspace without common zeros, then it contains the monomial
zk whenever there exists f ∈M, f (k)(0) 6= 0. In particular, it contains the constants which
makes M backward shift invariant. But then, if M contains the monomial zk, it will also
contain zl, 0 ≤ l ≤ k. If M contains all the monomials, then M = FpW , given that the
polynomials are dense. We conclude that if M is a nontrivial nealy invariant subspace,
then there must exist k0 such that f
(k)(0) = 0 whenever f ∈ M, k ≥ k0. From this, the
claim is immediate.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Throughout the proof we assume that β = 2π/n. Given an Rβ-
invariant subspace M of FpW , we denote by Ms the set of all functions F in M such that
RβF = F . In other words, with the notation in (7.1), Ms = R0,nM.
Now let M1 and M2 be two nearly invariant subspaces invariant also with respect to
Rβ. We will show that either Ms1 ⊂ Ms2 or Ms2 ⊂ Ms1. As in the proof of Theorem 1.3,
we fix nonzero functions F1, F2 ∈ Lq(W ) such that ΨF1 annihilates Ms2 but notMs1, while
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ΨF2 annihilates Ms1 but not Ms2. Note that, if RβF = F , then
ΨF1(F ) =
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
∫
C
F (eijβz)F1(z)W (z)dm2(z)
=
1
N
∫
C
F (z)
N−1∑
j=0
F1(e
−ijβz)W (z)dm2(z) = ΨF s1 (F ).
Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that RβF1 = F1, RβF2 = F2.
Define entire functions f and g, by the formulas (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. Then, for
µ = Wm2,
f(eiβz) =
∫ F (ζ)− F (eiβz)
G(eiβz)
G(ζ)
ζ − eiβz F1(ζ)dµ(ζ)
=
∫ F (eiβu)− F (eiβz)
G(eiβz)
G(eiβu)
eiβu− eiβz F1(e
iβu)dµ(u) = e−iβf(z).
Thus, f˜(z) = zf(z) satisfies f˜(eiβz) = f˜(z), whence f˜(z) = f1(z
n). Since all functions in
FpW are of zero type with respect to the order n, the same is true for the function f (see [19,
Chapter 1, §9]). We conclude that f1 is a function of zero exponential type. Analogously,
zg(z) = g1(z
n), where g1 is of zero exponential type.
By (2.2), there is a set Ω of finite measure such that
|f1(zn)| . |z|3
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣F (z)G(z)
∣∣∣∣
)
, |g1(zn)| . |z|3
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣G(z)F (z)
∣∣∣∣
)
, |z| > 1, z /∈ Ω.
Hence, min(|f1(z)|, |g1(z)|) . |z|3 outside Ω and, by the Heins Theorem 4.1, either f1 or
g1 is a polynomial. Repeating the arguments from the proof of Theorem 1.3 we arrive at
a contradiction.
We have shown that the symmetrized parts of nearly invariant rotation invariant sub-
spaces are ordered by inclusion. In particular, for any infinite-dimensional rotation invari-
ant subspace M, its symmetrized part Ms must contain the collection of polynomials of
the form
∑m
k=0 pkz
kn, the symmetrized part of Pmn. Since M is also nearly invariant, we
conclude that M contains all the polynomials. If M is instead finite-dimensional, there
exists m such that Psm =Ms and so M = Pk for some k. 
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